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I am 34 years old and I have a BA Honours degree in Media Practice at UWE. 

I have worked for over 6 years in broadcast television and I have industry experience across a wide range of different formats from 
animation to feature films, shortform, childrens series, arts documentaries, commercials, factual and longform natural history.

 
Prior to this I was living and working in Oman, Thailand and New Zealand as a Dive Instructor 

teaching basic diving courses whilst also making underwater films for Dive Centres.

For the couple of years I’ve been primarily working across a range of series in BBC NHU and Features . For the couple of years I’ve been primarily working across a range of series in BBC NHU and Features . 
I am technically skilled and confident using Avid and Premiere.

AVID MEDIA COMPOSER
ADOBE PREMIERE

ADOBE AFTER EFFECTS
ADOBE PHOTOSHOP
CAMERA OPERATING

DIGITAL VISION - NUCODA 
DIVINCI RESOLVEDIVINCI RESOLVE

CLONING SOFTWARE - SHOTPUT PRO
CREATING GRAPHICS AND PHOTOGRAPHY GRADING

PADI PROFESSIONAL DIVE MASTER
RESCUE DIVER AND FIRST AID QUALIFIED

BRITISH SUB AQUA CLUB - UNDERWATER VIDEOGRAPHER

UNIVERSITY OF WEST OF ENGLAND
FIRST CLASS WITH HONOURS

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN POPULAR MUSIC PRODUCTION

BSAC PROFESSIONAL UNDERWATER VIDEOGRAPHY

MEDIA PRACTICE - BA HONOURS DEGREE

ACCESS TO MUSIC

PADI DIVE MASTER

Contracted by the network of official PADI dive centres in New Zealand to film 
and edit promotional content

I edited exclusive content for Aardman Animations for promotional material 
animation showreels, online content and DVD extras

Editing a stop frame live action music video for award winning Animator and 
Director Nick Park. 

A short film made over 48 hours as part of the Encounters 48 hour sci-fi 
competition. Editing and VFX as part of the final film

Across a series of twenty episodes I cut 5 episodes in their entirety and then 
assembled and fine cut the rest as well as promos and extra content. 

As a part of the selection of 20 episodes for broadcast I edited an episode to 
completion from storyboard to final online edit

I edited the series titles and cut the reversions for BBC worldwide broadcast 
whilst assisting across multiple edits for a three part series

Assembling a number of final sequences for the editors during the offline edit 
as part of the two part series.


